Theme 6:

Just Like Josh Gibson

Spelling Pattern

*Inflected Endings

Vocabulary Words

bases: places that are stations or goals in certain games, such as baseball
cheers: yells of encouragement
field: a piece of land used for some special purpose
plate: a hard rubber slab that a baseball player stands beside to bat
sailed: moved smoothly like a ship with sails
threw: sent something through the air by force of your arm

Red, White and Blue

Spelling Pattern

*Abbreviations

Vocabulary Words

America: the United States of America
birthday: the day someone was born or something began, usually celebrated yearly
flag: a piece of cloth, usually with square corners, with a picture or pattern that stands for a place or country
freedom: the condition of not being under someone else's control
nicknames: names used instead of real names
stars: shapes that have five or more points
stripes: long, narrow bands of color
A Birthday Basket for Tia

Spelling Pattern
*Syllables, (tion, ture, ion)

Vocabulary Words
aunt: your father's sister, your mother's sister, or your uncle's wife
bank: a place where people keep money
basket: a container made of twigs, grasses, or strips of wood woven together
collects: brings things together or gathers them together
favorite: the thing liked better than others
present: a gift; something given

Cowboys

Spelling Pattern
*Suffixes (ness, less, able, ible)

Vocabulary Words
campfire: an outdoor fire used for cooking or warmth
cattle: cows, bulls, and steers that are raised for their meat, milk or skins
cowboy: a man that works on a cattle ranch or at rodeos
galloped: fast run made by a horse
herd: a group of the same kind of animal that is kept or fed together
railroad: a road or track of two steel rails on which trains run
trails: paths across a field or through the woods
Grace for President

Spelling Pattern

*Prefixes (mis, mid, micro, non)

Vocabulary Words

assembly: a gathering of the students in a school for a special purpose

election: the act of voting for a person to hold a position in a group

microphone: a machine that makes the speaker sound louder

rallies: meetings that people go to in order to show support

slogan: a word or short sentence used by a person or business that tells an idea

speech: talks given to groups of people